WHAT’S ON
LAS VEGAS 2015
LAS VEGAS THEATRE AND ENTERTAINMENT
50 SHADES! THE PARODY

EVENT

Proclaimed “filthy and funny” by New York Daily News and “clever and wildly entertaining” by Variety, 50 SHADES! THE PARODY
is a hilariously naughty parody that explores the steamy relationship between Christian Grey and Anastasia Steele, as seen
through the eyes of a trio of girlfriends reading the novel at a book club gathering. As the women devour the novel, the
character's delicious affair comes to life before their eyes. After all, who needs staid book club fare when a book like this can be
so...stimulating. This sexy send up to Fifty Shades of Grey has audiences rolling on the floor and dancing in the aisles!

SCHEDULE: Tuesday – Sunday. Dark Monday. Audiences 18 and older.
Windows Theater at Bally's Las Vegas, 3645 S. Las Vegas Blvd
VENUE:

ABSINTHE

EVENT

ABSINTHE is the critically-acclaimed acro-cabaret variety show that has been hailed as “the most inventive and daring show to
open on the strip in years!” (Las Vegas Sun) and was voted the “Best New Show” on the Strip (Las Vegas Weekly and Vegas
SEVEN). ABSINTHE features outrageous comedy and a cast of wild and outlandish acts performing amazing feats of virtuosity
within mere feet of the audience. As the Huffington Post declares, “It happens five feet away from you, and it’s awesome!”
Recommended for audiences at least 18 years of age .

SCHEDULE: Wednesday – Sunday. Dark Monday and Tuesday.
Spiegeltent at Caesars Palace, 3570 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

B - A TRIBUTE TO THE BEATLES

EVENT

Taking everything you love about the Beatles and presents it just as if John, Paul, George and Ringo were on stage together
again, you will want to get up, sing and dance as some of the best Beatle musicians re-create some of the most memorable
Beatle moments from every era of their career. From Beatlemania all the way up to the White Album. You will hear all the hits
LIVE. No clowns in costumes and no recorded conversations. Just live Beatles music. You will not find a more authentic Beatles
concert experience anywhere in Vegas. Get ready to rock out like its Beatlemania all over again!

SCHEDULE: Monday – Sunday.
Saxe Theater, Miracle Mile at Planet Hollywod, S. 3663 Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

BLUE MAN GROUP

EVENT

Blue Man Group. The show with comedy. The show with technology. The show with drums. The show with paint. But Blue Man
Group is opening a new show, which means it’s the only Las Vegas show with robots. The only show with a “smoking section.”
The only show with brains. The only show with balls. And the only show that busts out of the theatre with a nightly procession of
musical joy and luminescence that is part parade and part dance party. Blue Man Group’s new show at the Monte Carlo Resort
and Casino ain’t happenin’ anywhere else. Performing at Monte Carlo through 11 October, then resume at Luxor 18 November.

SCHEDULE: Monday – Sunday.
Monte Carlo Theatre at Monte Carlo, 3770 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

BOYZ II MEN

EVENT

Boyz II Men remains one of the most truly iconic R&B groups in music history. The group redefined popular R&B and continues to
create timeless hits that appeal to fans across all generations. Having just celebrated their 20th anniversary, the band has
performed some of the most celebrated classics of the past two decades, giving fans a rich catalogue of hits filled with smooth
harmonies and enduring themes. And for Boyz II Men the hits just keep on coming—the group continues to craft new albums
and bring their legendary act to stages across the world, including this exciting Las Vegas residency.

SCHEDULE: Performance schedule varies - please enquire or view online calendar.
Terry Fator Theatre at Mirage, 3400 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

BRITNEY SPEARS: PIECE OF ME

EVENT

This award-winning superstar sold 100 million albums worldwide and garnered a string of hits including "…Baby One More Time,"
"(You Drive Me) Crazy," "Oops!...I Did It Again," "I'm A Slave 4 U," "Toxic," and "Womanizer," among others. With 15-plus years
of chart-topping hits under her belt, pop star Britney Spears is back and better than ever in her Planet Hollywood Las Vegas
show, Britney: Piece of Me. But don't expect a recreation of her music videos. Whether Britney's flying across stage, singing in a
ring of fire or dancing in front of multiple mirrors, this shining diva knows just how to work it.

SCHEDULE: Performance schedule varies - please enquire or view online calendar.
The Axis at Planet Hollywood, 3667 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:
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CARROT TOP

COMEDY

The wackiest red-headed comedian since Lucy! The award-winning comedy of Scott "Carrot Top" Thompson, also titled
"Entertainer of the Year!" and "Comedian of the Year," keeps his audience in stitches as he unpacks trunk loads of crazy props
and wacky inventions.Carrot Top describes himself as a culmination of George Carlin ("observational humor"), Steven Wright
("dark, sick humor") and Gallagher ("the props"). Whatever his style, Carrot Top - with his trademark mop of red hair – is rocking
Luxor Las Vegas right now! Don't miss the best comedic entertainment in Las Vegas!

SCHEDULE: Wednesday – Monday. Dark Tuesday. Audiences 16 and older.
Atrium Theatre at Luxor, 3900 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

CELINE DION

EVENT

Celine Dion has always been a pioneer when it comes to creating groundbreaking concert performances and her new show at
The Colosseum is receiving rave reviews from critics and fans alike! Directed by long time Grammy Awards producer Ken Ehrlich,
the new show includes Celine's biggest hits mixed with timeless classics and pays tribute to some of the most celebrated songs
and artists of all times. Featuring 31 musicians, consisting of a full orchestra and band, the show is set to a visually stunning
backdrop designed exclusively for the 4,300 seat state-of-the-art venue.

SCHEDULE: Performances resume August 2015. Please enquire or view online calendar.
The Colosseum at Caesars Palace, 3570 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

CRISS ANGEL BELIEVE - Cirque du Soleil

EVENT

Criss Angel, the most famous magician on the planet - in partnership with Cirque du Soleil - presents CRISS ANGEL Believe, an
illusion spectacular at the Luxor Hotel & Casino, Las Vegas. Criss has amazed hundreds of millions on television, online, and is the
most watched magician in history. Now YOU can experience his mega-hit LIVE! Witness OVER 40 of the most mind-blowing
illusions ever performed. Now let the magic live in you...You won't believe your eyes! See the revolutionary CRISS ANGEL Believe
from Cirque du Soleil today! Are you ready?

SCHEDULE: Wednesday – Sunday. Dark Monday and Tuesday.
Believe Theatre at Luxor, 3900 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

DAVID COPPERFIELD

EVENT

David Copperfield has been hailed by audiences and critics alike as the greatest illusionist of our time. In addition to decades of
network television events, worldwide tours, and "Dreams and Nightmares," the critically acclaimed Broadway show that set boxoffice records, he has been featured on the covers of Forbes, Architectural Digest and Esquire.

SCHEDULE: Performance schedule varies - please enquire or view online calendar.
David Copperfield Theater at MGM Grand, S. 3799 Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

DONNY & MARIE

EVENT

Donny and Marie bring their distinctive talents and undeniable charm to The Flamingo Las Vegas. These icons of music and
television dazzle and delight audiences of all ages in a 90-minute extravaganza showcases their greatest hits in a multimedia
spectacle presented on a custom-designed stage with multiple video screens and a sizeable cast of electrifying dancers.

SCHEDULE: Performance schedule varies - please enquire or view online calendar.
The Donny And Marie Showroom at The Flamingo Las Vegas, 3555 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

ELTON JOHN - THE MILLION DOLLAR PIANO

EVENT

World-renowned singer, songwriter and performer Elton John returns to The Colosseum at Caesars Palace with “The Million
Dollar Piano,” his exclusive residency at The Colosseum and his second as a Caesars Palace headliner. Elton's monumental career
as international singer, songwriter and performer has spanned more than five decades. Still one of the most successful live acts
today, Elton and his band put on an unforgettable show, the entire audience standing, dancing and singing along with muchloved classic songs.

SCHEDULE: Performances resume October 2015. Please enquire or view online calendar.
The Colosseum at Caesars Palace, 3570 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:
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HUMAN NATURE

MUSICAL

Smokey Robinson presents Human Nature, Australia’s top-selling pop vocal group and a Las Vegas favorite, have reimagined the
sounds of Motown to bring you a show that’s as unexpected as it is amazing. The critically acclaimed quartet puts a modern twist
on classic Motown hits, featuring songs by the Four Tops, the Supremes, The Temptations, Stevie Wonder and more. They’ll have
you dancing and singing in the aisles as you remember exactly why these songs are timeless.Voted best singers by the Las Vegas
Review Journal and Trip Advisor’s #1 show in Las Vegas, Human Nature is one show not to be missed!

SCHEDULE: Thursday – Monday. Dark Tuesday and Wednesday.
Sands Showroom at The Venetian Resort Hotel Casino, 3355 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

JEFF DUNHAM: NOT PLAYING WITH A FULL DECK

EVENT

Comedian Jeff Dunham and his entourage of signature characters are taking over Las Vegas with their news resident show!
Joining Dunham on stage in his new Las Vegas home is his famed troupe of sidekicks: Walter the Grumpy Retiree, Achmed the
Dead Terrorist, redneck Bubba J, the manic purple creature Peanut, the spicy pepper from south of the border José Jalapeño,
and Peanut’s own ventriloquist dummy Little Jeff, a mini-version of the ringmaster himself. Dunham is calling Las Vegas home
after touring and performing to sold-out venues across the globe over the last 28 years.

SCHEDULE: Wednesday – Sunday. Dark Monday and Tuesday. Performances through 04 October.
The Showroom at Planet Hollywood, 3667 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

JERSEY BOYS

MUSICAL

Jersey Boys is the story of Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons: Frankie Valli, Bob Gaudio, Tommy DeVito and Nick Massi. This is the
story of how a group of blue-collar boys from the wrong side of the tracks became one of the biggest American pop music
sensations of all time. They wrote their own songs, invented their own sounds and sold 175 million records worldwide - all before
they were thirty. The show features such hits as "Sherry," "Big Girls Don’t Cry," "Oh, What a Night," and many more.

SCHEDULE: Tuesday – Sunday. Dark Monday.
Les Theatre des Arts at Paris Las Vegas, 3655 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

JUBILEE!

EVENT

Since its 1981 debut, Jubilee has maintained the glitz and glamour of a classic Vegas revue complete with nearly 100 showboys
and topless performers flocked in feathers and rhinestones. It’s truly a Sin City showgirl institution. While retaining its historical
character, Jubilee has undergone an extensive transformation under the guidance of illustrious choreographer and Beyoncé’s
creative director, Frank Gatson Jr., who's taken the beloved elements of the show and refreshed the production. The revamped
spectacle maintains the integrity of the original version, but adds a culturally contemporary twist.

SCHEDULE: Saturday – Thursday. Dark Friday.
Jubilee Theater at Bally's Las Vegas, 3645 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

KÀ – Cirque du Soleil

EVENT

Embark on an adventurous journey. You can see it. You can experience it. But, you won't believe it! KÀ transcends place and
time, with a theatrical landscape, scenic elements and costumes inspired by an array of diverse cultures. Brought to life by 80
artists from around the world, KÀ is a gravity-defying production featuring a powerfully emotive soundtrack that enhances the
innovative blend of acrobatic feats, Capoeira dance, puppetry, projections and martial arts.

SCHEDULE: Saturday – Wednesday. Dark Thursday & Friday.
KÀ Theatre at MGM Grand, 3799 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

LE RÊVE - The Dream

EVENT

LE RÊVE - THE DREAM, presented exclusively at Wynn Las Vegas, offers breathtaking performances in an intimate aqua theater-inthe-round. The show features aerial acrobatics, provocative choreography and artistic athleticism. The cast of 93 captures the
imagination with their outrageous antics and daring feats of strength and agility. Live music and elaborate special effects
immerse the audience into a world of fantasy, adventure and intrigue.

SCHEDULE: Friday – Tuesday. Dark Wednesday & Thursday.
Wynn Theatre at Wynn Las Vegas, 3131 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:
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LEGENDS IN CONCERT

EVENT

With international acclaim and its storied history, LEGENDS IN CONCERT is known as the pioneer of live tribute shows. Featuring
live re-creations of superstars of yesterday and today, an ever-changing line-up ofthe world’s greatest performers are
immortalized including Whitney Houston, Michael Jackson, Steven Tyler, Lady Gaga, Britney Spears, Rod Stewart, Frank Sinatra,
Cher, and Elvis Presley to name a few. LEGENDS IN CONCERT is a one-of-a-kind concert experience with each performer singing
with their own natural voices and backed by a live rockin’ band and an incredible supporting cast of singers and dancers.

SCHEDULE: Saturday – Thursday. Dark Friday.
The Donny And Marie Showroom at The Flamingo Las Vegas, 3555 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

LOVE - Cirque du Soleil

EVENT

LOVE brings the magic of Cirque du Soleil together with the spirit and passion behind the most beloved rock group of all time,
The Beatles, to create a vivid, intimate and powerful entertainment experience. Inspired by the Beatle's "Magical Mystery Tour,"
LOVE draws upon the poetry of the Beatle's lyrics. The show explores the content of the songs as interpreted by innovative
performances from a cast of 60 international artists. A youthful, raw energy is channeled through aerial performance, extreme
sports and urban freestyle dance.

SCHEDULE: Thursday – Monday. Dark Tuesday & Wednesday.
LOVE Theatre at Mirage, 3400 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

MAC KING COMEDY MAGIC

EVENT

At first glance, Mac King’s quirky style may throw you off just a bit. We know it’s not every day you see a Las Vegas performer
donning a retro plaid suit and a bowl cut! But don’t let his old-school look fool you – this may very well be the most entertaining
Vegas afternoon show you’ll see. Mac King's unique act contains an unusual combination of quirky humor, visual gags and
astounding sleight of hand. He’s best known for his engaging personality and original magic creations, such as making a live
goldfish appear over someone’s head (or even out of his mouth!). This is a real treat for the entire family.

SCHEDULE: Tuesday – Sunday. Dark Sunday – Monday.
Harrah's Showroom at Harrah's Las Vegas, 3475 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

MARIAH CAREY #1 TO INFINITY

EVENT

Mariah Carey, the iconic chanteuse and best-selling female artist of all time with over 200 million records sold, is coming to Las
Vegas with a headlining residency at The Colosseum at Caesars Palace. For the first time ever, she will perform all 18 of her
timeless and beloved Number One Hits together in one concert. Designed exclusively for The Colosseum, this innovative
production will feature fan-favorite album cuts, never-before performed selections and many more musical surprises.

SCHEDULE: Performances resume February 2016. Please enquire or view online calendar.
The Colosseum at Caesars Palace, 3570 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

MAT FRANCO - MAGIC REINVENTED NIGHTLY

EVENT

The first and only magician ever to win NBC’s America’s Got Talent, Mat Franco offers a fresh, fun, and feel-good twist on magic
that defies all expectations. In a full-scale production built on brand-new, never-before-seen material, the young magician
delivers his most spectacular performance yet—but still keeps his love of getting up close with the crowd at the heart of every
show. With his signature brand of breezy humor, Mat mixes his amazingly inventive and always stunning magic with crowdguided improv, creating a once-in-a-lifetime adventure that’s unique and unforgettable to each audience.

SCHEDULE: Thursday – Tuesday. Dark Wednesday.
The LINQ Theater at The LINQ, 3535 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

MATT GOSS

EVENT

Matt Goss has taken Las Vegas by storm with his critically-acclaimed headline show at Caesars Palace. Achieving sell-outs every
weekend since opening The Gossy Room at Caesars, Goss’ show features a dynamic blend of musical talent and an aweinspiring
performance backed by a full band, horns section, backing singers and dancers. As a household name in Europe, his international
successes include more than 17 million records sold worldwide, and soldout shows from Wembley Stadium to the Royal Albert
Hall. Goss' pop career reaches an impressive new high with this long-running, hot-ticket, weekly residency in Las Vegas.

SCHEDULE: Tuesday, Friday – Sunday. Dark Monday, Wednesday – Thursday.
The Gossy Room at Caesars Palace, 3570 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:
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MICHAEL JACKSON ONE – Cirque du Soleil

EVENT

A New immersive Musical Experience. Driven by Michael's powerful, multi-layered music - heard like never before in a riveting,
state-of-the-art surround-sound environment - ONE takes the audience through a series of seamless visual and musical tableaux,
at the heart of a world that is in turn majestic, playful, magical and heart-warming. In Michael Jackson ONE, Michael's artistry and
spirit are expressed through the vibrant energy of the cast of 63 dancers and performers, underscored by aerial performance,
driving acrobatics, and vivid choreographies that use the urban/hip hop idiom as a springboard for exploration.

SCHEDULE: Friday – Tuesday. Dark Wednesday & Thursday.
Michael Jackson Theatre at Mandalay Bay, 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

MILLION DOLLAR QUARTET

MUSICAL

This Tony® Award Winning musical is set on a December night when an extraordinary twist of fate brought Johnny Cash, Jerry
Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins and Elvis Presley together at the legendary Sun Records studio for the first and only time, for one of the
greatest rock ‘n’ roll jam sessions in history. The night comes to life with an incredible score of rock ‘n’ roll, gospel, R&B and
country hits, performed live onstage by world-class actors and musicians, including “Blue Suede Shoes,” “Fever,” “Walk the
Line,” “Who Do You Love?,” “Great Balls of Fire,” “Folsom Prison Blues,” “Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On,” “Hound Dog,” and
more.

SCHEDULE: Sunday – Friday. Dark Saturday.
Harrah's Showroom at Harrah's Las Vegas, 3475 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

MYSTÈRE – Cirque du Soleil

EVENT

Mystère is classic Cirque du Soleil, combining the powerful athleticism, high-energy acrobatics and inspiring imagery that has
become the company's hallmark. Deemed a theatrical “flower in the desert”, Mystère thrills generations of audiences with its
exhilarating blend of whimsy, drama and the unimaginable brought to life on stage. Presented exclusively at Treasure Island – TI,
Mystère provides the ultimate discovery that life itself is a mystery.

SCHEDULE: Wednesday – Saturday. Dark Thursday & Friday.
Mystère Theatre at Treasure Island – TI, 3300 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

"O" - Cirque du Soleil

EVENT

Cirque du Soleil weaves an aquatic tapestry of artistry, surrealism and theatrical romance in the timeless production, "O".
Inspired by the concept of infinity and the elegance of water's pure form, "O" pays tribute to the beauty of the theatre - from the
simplest street performance to the most lavish of operas - where anything is possible and where the drama of life plays itself out
before our very eyes. World-class acrobats, synchronized swimmers, divers and characters perform in, on, and above water to
create a breathtaking experience.

SCHEDULE: Wednesday – Sunday. Dark Monday & Tuesday.
“O” Theatre at Bellagio, 3600 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN: SUMMER NIGHTS

EVENT

Get ready for some summer lovin' and have a blast at Olivia Newton-John's resident show, “Summer Nights.” Olivia and her eightpiece band take fans on a journey through the celebrated singer, actress, songwriter and philanthropist's life and career,
featuring early hits such as "Have You Never Been Mellow" and "I Honestly Love You;" some of her favorites from Grease:
"Hopelessly Devoted to You," "You're The One That I Want," and, of course, "Summer Nights;" favorites and hits from her other
movies, including "Xanadu" and her '80s anthem "Physical;" and songs from her recent hit "Grace and Gratitude."

SCHEDULE: Performance schedule varies - please enquire or view online calendar.
Donny And Marie Showroom at The Flamingo Las Vegas, 3555 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

PENN & TELLER

MAGIC

Known for their outrageous blending of comedy and magic that often skewers the genre of traditional magic, Penn & Teller´s live
show has been a hit on Broadway and around the country and now has a permanent home in Las Vegas! Edgy, provocative and
hilarious, Penn & Teller's live show on any given night can involve knives, guns, a fire-eating showgirl and a duck. Known as the
"Bad Boys of Magic" for supposedly revealing the secrets to their tricks, they may show you how it´s done, but they still manage
to leave you startled.

SCHEDULE: Saturday – Wednesday. Dark Thursday and Friday.
Penn and Teller Theater at RIO Hotel and Casino, 3700 W. Flamingo Road
VENUE:
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REBA, BROOKS & DUNN: TOGETHER IN VEGAS

EVENT

REBA MCENTIRE and a reunited BROOKS & DUNN team up for this one-of-a-kind Country music residency! As a multi-media
entertainment mogul, Reba has become a household name with a successful career that spans across music, television, film,
theater and retail industries. Named Entertainer of the Year four times collectively by the ACM and CMA, Brooks & Dunn
consistently remained among country’s most popular touring acts, a testament both to their showmanship and to their status as
one of the true bedrock artists of country music.

SCHEDULE: Performances resume December 2015. Please enquire or view online calendar.
The Colosseum at Caesars Palace, 3570 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

ROCK OF AGES

MUSICAL

“Rock of Ages,” the “insanely fun” (Time Out New York) worldwide smash hit set in L.A.’s infamous Sunset Strip in 1987, tells the
story of Drew, a boy from South Detroit and Sherrie, a small-town girl, both in L.A. to chase their dreams of making it big and
falling in love. ”Rock of Ages” takes you back to the times of big bands with big egos playing big guitar solos and sporting even
bigger hair! This hilarious, feel-good love story celebrates the great rock songs of the ‘80s including such sing-out-loud songs as
"Every Rose Has Its Thorn," "I Wanna Know What Love Is," "Here I Go Again," "Don't Stop Believin’" and over two dozen more.

SCHEDULE: Monday – Sunday.
Rock of Ages Theatre at The Venetian Resort Hotel Casino, 3355 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

ROD STEWART - THE HITS

EVENT

A high-energy concert celebration, Rod Stewart: The Hits. features a set list of the iconic rock and R&B favorites that have defined
Stewart’s unparalleled five-decade long career including “Maggie May,” “You Wear it Well,” “Hot Legs,” “You’re in My Heart,”
“Do You Think I’m Sexy,” and “Some Guys Have All the Luck,” “Young Turks” and “Forever Young.” The high-impact show is
designed to give audiences that intimate, only in Las Vegas concert experience - with no fan more than 120 feet from the
magnificent stage.

SCHEDULE: Performance schedule varies - please enquire or view online calendar.
The Colosseum at Caesars Palace, 3570 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

STEVE WYNN'S SHOWSTOPPERS

EVENT

Steve Wynn’s ShowStoppers brings a vibrant and talented cast of 35 singers and dancers, backed by an on-stage 31-piece
orchestra, to the intimate Encore Theater with dazzling scenery and costumes. Created with the same unmistakable elegance
and style that is uniquely Wynn, you’ll get swept away by the beautiful and powerful performances of quintessential works from
some of the most celebrated composers and lyricists to grace Broadway, such as Cole Porter, Rodgers and Hammerstein,
Stephen Sondheim, Marvin Hamlisch. Provocative, fun and entertaining for all, this will be an evening you’ll never forget.

SCHEDULE: Monday – Saturday. Dark Sunday.
Encore Theatre at Wynn Las Vegas, 3131 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

TERRY FATOR: VENTRILOQUISM IN CONCERT

COMEDY

Without moving his lips, Terry Fator leaves audiences stunned with comedy, celebrity singing impressions and unparalleled
ventriloquism, all backed by a live band. The "America's Got Talent" winner brings to life the idiosyncrasies of characters
including Winston, the Impersonating Turtle, the loveable Emma Taylor and the newest addition Berry Fabulous, a flamboyantly
happy character. With comedic banter and hilarious takes on musical superstars such as Cher, Guns N' Roses, Garth Brooks and
more, this a one-of-a-kind entertainment experience.

SCHEDULE: Performance schedule varies - please enquire or view online calendar.
Terry Fator Theatre at Mirage, 3400 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

TOURNAMENT OF KINGS

EVENT

Tournament of Kings is Las Vegas’ ultimate dinner and a show experience, and Las Vegas' favorite dining show! Adapted from the
tale of King Arthur, this live-action production takes place in a 900-seat theater-in-the-round arena and immerses the audience in
a tale of valor and treachery. While knights fight, guests feast on a hearty three-course meal using the original utensil – their
hands. Tournament of Kings is an epic portrayal of centuries past, and it’s all in the name of honor, country, and of course, food.
Ticket price includes a three-course dinner. All ages are welcome to attend.

SCHEDULE: Thursday – Monday. Dark Tuesday.
Excalibur Arena at Excalibur, 3850 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:
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VEGAS! THE SHOW

EVENT

VEGAS! The Show is the biggest production in Vegas about Vegas in the last twenty years! This is the only production in town that
captures the feel and attitude of the old days in Sin City, offering a unique perspective of where Vegas was, but also just how far
it has come and where it is going. It features the music of some of the biggest stars, including The Rat Pack and Elvis, showcasing
talent that transformed this town into the entertainment capital of the world. Witness a production show the only way Vegas
knows how to do it: in an over the top, high energy, mesmerizing musical spectacular! Dinner Package Available.

SCHEDULE: Monday – Sunday.
Saxe Theater, Miracle Mile at Planet Hollywod, S. 3663 Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

ZARKANA - Cirque du Soleil

EVENT

Zarkana by Cirque du Soleil is a spirited journey through an abandoned theater where an extraordinary circus comes back to life.
Populated by a motley collection of off-the-wall characters and incomparable acrobats, Zarkana is a visual vortex set in a twisted
acrobatic fantasy universe where, little by little, chaos and craziness give way to a true celebration. Zarkana is a quintessential
Cirque du Soleil spectacular featuring an international cast of 70 world class acrobats, aerialists, jugglers, high wire and trapeze
artists set on a grand stage at ARIA Resort & Casino.

SCHEDULE: Tuesday – Saturday. Dark Sunday & Monday.
Aria Theatre at Aria, 3730 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:

ZUMANITY - Cirque du Soleil

EVENT

Zumanity explores the more sensuous side of reality making the provocative playful and the forbidden electrifying! Leave all
inhibitions at the door and let loose as this adult-themed production takes you on a sexy thrill ride full of sensational acrobatics
and naughty fun. Part burlesque and part cabaret, Zumanity is one full night you'll never forget! Zumanity was created for adults
18 and over.

SCHEDULE: Tuesday – Saturday. Dark Sunday & Monday.
Zumanity Theatre at New York – New York, 3790 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
VENUE:
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ATTRACTIONS, SIGHTSEEING AND OTHER LAS VEGAS ESSENTIALS
CANYON DREAM AIR AND LAND TOUR

TOUR

A 40-minute flight to the Grand Canyon South Rim aboard a Beechcraft 1900D aircraft is immediately followed by 25-minute
helicopter experience over the Grand Canyon a state-of-the-art ECO-Star helicopter. You will see beautiful scenery from the
Tower of Ra, Kaibab National Forest and the mighty Colorado River. Your journey concludes with transportation into the Grand
Canyon National Park to enjoy the awe-inspiring vistas, panoramic overlooks and trails that can only be accessed from inside the
park. A gourmet box lunch will be served as you absorb the magnificence of the Canyon and memories to last a lifetime.

SCHEDULE: Daily. Complimentary hotel pick-up included.
TOUR BY: Maverick Aviation Group

INDIAN TERRITORY TOUR

TOUR

Fly over the beautiful Lake Las Vegas, Lake Mead, the world-famous Hoover Dam and Fortification Hill, before landing 3,500 feet
into the Grand Canyon in Hualapai Indian Territory for a champagne toast. You will journey back through the Grand Canyon and
land on the West Rim, where you will enjoy the spectacular views at Eagle Point and receive a brief introduction to the Hualapai
Indian legends and culture. Then head to Guano Point, a breathtaking observation spot overlooking the Grand Canyon where you
will be served a light meal, with the option to explore the Grand Canyon Skywalk and other activities before returning.

SCHEDULE: Daily. Complimentary hotel pick-up included.
TOUR BY: Maverick Aviation Group

WIND DANCER HELICOPTER FLIGHT

TOUR

Experience an exhilarating helicopter tour as you fly over Lake Las Vegas, Lake Mead, Hoover Dam and Fortification Hill, an
extinct volcano, along with many other breathtaking views. Descend and land 3,500 feet into the Grand Canyon in Hualapai
Indian Territory. Champagne, beverages and a light snack will be served some 300 feet above the mighty Colorado River in one of
the greatest natural wonders of the world. Fly back through the Grand Canyon, view the red rock formations of the Bowl of Fire
and conclude your adventure with an exciting flight over Downtown Las Vegas and the Las Vegas Strip.

SCHEDULE: Daily. Complimentary hotel pick-up included.
TOUR BY: Maverick Aviation Group

VEGAS NIGHTS HELICOPTER FLIGHT

TOUR

Enjoy the "City of Lights" from the best view possible...the sky! Vegas Nights is an amazing helicopter tour flying over the
megaresorts of the Las Vegas Strip from the New York-New York skyline to the Bellagio fountains and the never-fading light of
the Luxor pyramid. Prior to your departure from our Las Vegas terminal, you will be served champagne (to those at least 21 years)
to toast your night flight as you experience breathtaking sights from inside our ECO-Star helicopter, the "limousine of the sky".

SCHEDULE: Daily. Complimentary hotel pick-up included.
TOUR BY: Maverick Aviation Group

VEGAS VOYAGE HELICOPTER FLIGHT

TOUR

Enjoy a daytime flight over the Las Vegas Strip! Enjoy spectacular views of Red Rock Canyon, Mt. Charleston, and the surrounding
mountain ranges as you fly over the Las Vegas Strip in a state-of-the-art ECO-Star helicopter. Experience intimate views of the
Strip's mega resorts and hotels, exclusive golf courses and world famous pools. In the distance, get bird's-eye views of Nellis Air
Force Base, Las Vegas Motor Speedway and Downtown Las Vegas aboard this 12-15 minute ECO-Star helicopter flight.
Duration: approximately 12 to 15 minutes

SCHEDULE: Daily. Complimentary hotel pick-up included.
TOUR BY: Maverick Aviation Group

